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Project Overview: BuoyBot

Developing subsystems for an underwater cave exploring device

System Engineering Diagram

The goal is to develop a prototype of the sensor subsystem
for Boston Engineering’s underwater cave exploring device.
We wanted to design a system that reads in pH and
temperature values of the surrounding environment, and
sends that data to a database when possible, where the
information will be displayed using a GUI. Data can only be
transmitted when the system is above the water and facing
upright.
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Plot of temperature over time on buoybot.com
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Final Design to Implement
Full Solution

Methods

Data Storage: Starting with a Node.js localhost server for
initial proof of concept, this was transferred to an AWS
database for the final iteration to allow for more storage
space as well as more universal access to the information.
IMU: Started with MPU65 IMU for initial proof of concept.
Upgrade to adafruit BNO055 IMU with onboard sensor
fusion for the final prototype. The accuracy of the BNO055
IMU’s reported orientation eliminated the need to develop
our own Kalman Filter.
Housing Unit Development: Started with tupperware and
silicone caulk as proof of concept for waterproofing
technique, progressed to a polycarbonate watertight
container.
GUI: For the proof of concept there was no user interface,
and the data was seen directly as text from the localhost
server. The final iteration now has a REACT-based
graphical user interface to plot the data over time.
Testing: It was difficult to find target users (Marine
Biologists, Meteorologists, the Navy) for user testing
because of the small demographic of target users and our
location on a college campus.
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Prototype testing water temperature; includes
final housing unit.

The system takes in the
temperature and pH data of
the surrounding area. The
device concurrently reads
the orientation of the IMU. If
the system is oriented
correctly, the data is sent to
an AWS database. This data
then gets read from a
separate python script, and
is displayed on a website
made with React.

Conclusion

Initial Design for Proof of Concept
Our proof of
concept used a
Raspberry Pi 3B+ to
read in data from an
Inertial
Measurement Unit
(IMU), and based on
the orientation of
the IMU, transfer this
data to a localhost
server running on
node.js. This data
was then printed to
the localhost using a
Node.js script.

Orientation vs. Time
• IMU Orientation Drift:
Over the course of 20
mins, minimal
orientation drift was
seen during testing.
• Completed data
pipeline from
temperature and IMU
sensor to AWS
IMU drift test.
database to GUI.
• Could not implement waterproof housing solution.
• Final round of user testing could not take place due to
extenuating circumstances.

Next Steps

Status of IMU (buoy) orientation on localhost.

• Implement the housing unit to accurately test if the
machine functions while sitting in water.
• Add more sensors to transmit more data, such as
dissolved oxygen levels.
• Move product from a temporary bread board to a
protoboard/PCB.
• Repeat reliability and usability testings.
• Implement these subsystems into Boston Engineering’s
underwater cave exploring device.

